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Key to translating soil moisture memory into subseasonal precipitation and air temperature 
forecast skill is a realistic treatment of evaporation in the forecast system used - in particular, a realistic 
treatment of how evaporation responds to variations in soil moisture. The inherent soil moisture-
evaporation relationships used in today's land surface models (LSMs), however, arguably reflect little 
more than guesswork given the lack of evaporation and soil moisture data at the spatial scales represented 
by regional and global models. Here we present a new approach for evaluating this critical aspect of 
LSMs. Seasonally averaged precipitation is used as a proxy for seasonally-averaged soil moisture, and 
seasonally-averaged air temperature is used as a proxy for seasonally-averaged evaporation (e.g., more 
evaporative cooling leads to cooler temperatures)~ the relationship hetween historical precipitation and 
temperature measurements accordingly mimics in certain important ways nature's relationship hetween 
soil moisture and evaporation. Additional information on the relationship is gleaned from joint analysis 
of precipitation and streamflow measurements. An experimental framework that utilizes these ideas to 
guide the development of an improved soil moisture-evaporation relationship is described and 
demonstrated. 
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